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I. Preamble

DNDi’s commitment to the health and wellbeing of neglected patients guides everything we do as an organisation, including our work to ensure equitable and affordable access to the treatments we develop. We have established a series of foundational principles that govern our approach to access – from the design of target product profiles and our stance on intellectual property and licensing, to our selection of partners and our approach to in-country implementation activities.

Since our inception, DNDi’s direct involvement in in-country implementation has been relatively limited in scope compared to our core research and development (R&D) mandate – for two main reasons. First, some of our pharmaceutical partners have directly taken on this responsibility. This was the case with DNDi’s artesunate-amodiaquine (ASAQ) project, for which Sanofi led on manufacturing and regulatory approval, committed at the outset to a ‘no-profit, no-loss’ pricing structure, and distributed drugs to Ministries of Health. Secondly, there have been instances where other organizations were better equipped to implement in-country implementation activities, either because they had the organizational expertise and/or the funding to do so.

However, given that DNDi now has several products progressing from clinical development to the implementation phase, there is a more important need for DNDi intervention to ensure access by playing a more active downstream role in implementation. This access policy revision reflects this new organizational shift – one where DNDi moves from a ‘hand-off’ to a more ‘hands-on’ approach to addressing in-country implementation issues.

This revised access policy builds on previous policies and is intended to provide high-level, directional guidance. It does not prescribe detailed requirements or guidelines for specific activities, nor does it capture our position on intellectual property, regulatory affairs, or open access to data.1

II. Approach to access

Our approach to access is end-to-end, extending from drug discovery to product launch/introduction and scale-up.

From the very beginning of every R&D project, DNDi engages with a diverse range of stakeholders to establish access plans tailored to the specific disease, epidemiological context, and prevailing market conditions. The process focuses on identifying 1) critical potential access barriers along the product value chain, 2) potential upstream and downstream interventions to address barriers and improve patient access, and 3) the most appropriate stakeholders to take on these interventions.

To help guide this process, DNDi employs an access framework (Fig. 1) that captures a range of critical access dimensions that must be considered along the product value chain. This framework

1DNDi policies for these and other subjects can be found at https://dndi.org/about/dndi-policies.
is a blend of several existing methodologies that are used by other global health organizations, including the 5A methodology, USAID Idea to Impact framework, and Global Fund/Unitaid health market framework.

**Figure 1: DNDi Access Framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access Dimensions</th>
<th>Key considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs and design</td>
<td>There is a robust pipeline of candidates and a target product profile developed for the end-user in mind. ‘Gold standard’ licensing terms are negotiated (i.e., perpetual royalty-free, non-exclusive, worldwide research and manufacturing rights, etc.). Pricing complies with DNDi definition of ‘affordability’, which is the lowest sustainable price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical and regulatory</td>
<td>Clinical and implementation studies are appropriately designed to meet regulatory and policy requirements, with research leveraging/enhancing local research capacity. Finished pharmaceutical products are rapidly introduced and comply with international acceptable quality standards and those of national drug regulatory authorities*. Pragmatic post-market surveillance systems are in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and advocacy</td>
<td>Evidence originating from DNDi trials are able to inform policy direction including changes to global and national treatment guidelines. Global, regional, and national activities undertaken to advocate for and increase awareness of treatment and broader patient needs through clinical research platforms and other modalities. Impact and lessons promptly, proactively, and widely disseminated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing and supply chain</td>
<td>Sustainable production of high-quality products via local and offshore manufacturing, with global supply able to meet global demand. Proper forecasting and quantification of need. Supply chain systems (e.g., ordering, procurement, storage, and distribution) function effectively and deliver products to end-users reliably and on time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand and adoption</td>
<td>Demand-side activities lead to acceptability and availability of product by clinicians and end-users. Government, National Control Programmes, and service providers rapidly introduce and adopt the product within their local context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Coverage of product and services offered continues to expand post-DNDi support via funding from national governments and development partners (including multilateral technical and funding agencies, bilateral agencies, private foundations, regional development banks), national and sub-national governments, the private sector, NGOs, and civil society.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* To be interpreted in accordance with DNDi’s regulatory policy

Going forward, DNDi will apply four core principles to guide our access interventions:

- **Equitable and affordable access**: We have a responsibility to ensure treatments are affordable and accessible for everyone who needs them, irrespective of location, gender, socioeconomic status, or other factors.

- **Catalytic impact**: Our interventions should create the right enabling environment, respond to critical gaps, contribute to the broader knowledge base, and facilitate a paradigm shift in the way partners deliver services in order to amplify benefits for patients.

- **SMART² partnerships**: To ensure maximum impact, we proactively forge partnerships with both industry and non-industry actors and seek out partners whose expertise and reach are complementary to our own.

² Specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and timebound
• **Country ownership**: For the impact of our work to be sustained, governments need to be in the driver’s seat and the intervention we introduce must be integrated into national health systems.

III. **Strategic priorities**

DNDi’s unique blend of scientific and technical expertise, combined with our strong convening power and network, puts us in a unique position to take on catalytic projects in the regions where we operate. To ensure we stay true to these core strengths, we have identified three strategic priorities where we believe DNDi can have transformational impact.

Poor health and inequitable access to healthcare are determined by a range of factors including biology, socioeconomic status, sex, gender, age, ethnicity, and race. These factors will be integrated in our strategic priorities, including through the application of social, economic, and gender considerations in programme design, as well as the incorporation of gender-disaggregated data in our reporting.

**Priority 1: Securing affordable and sustainable production and supply**

In line with our intellectual property and regulatory policies, DNDi is committed to working with industry and non-industry partners (e.g. Ministries of Health, the World Health Organization, non-governmental organizations, and civil society groups) to secure products of the highest quality standard at the lowest sustainable price, and to secure long-term supply agreements based on the principles of transparency, equity, and fairness. To achieve this, we will:

• **Negotiate agreements with manufacturers** for the sustainable production of drugs at the lowest sustainable price, of acceptable quality, and with intellectual property rights enabling sufficient access globally.

• **Provide the necessary support to global and national regulators** to accelerate registration of products through existing and emerging regulatory mechanisms. We will also continue to support efforts to strengthen and harmonize national and regional regulatory bodies where relevant.

• **Support interventions to reduce procurement and supply chain bottlenecks** that result in inefficiencies and disruptions in supply. This includes, but is not limited to pooled procurement mechanisms, particularly in cases where supply is at risk because the market is small or fragmented.

• **Support technology transfer to local manufacturing partners**, where feasible, as a tool to build local capacity and improve security of supply and sustainable production.
Priority 2: Introduction and adoption of registered products and innovative solutions nationally and regionally

Supporting critical interventions to facilitate product introduction and adoption at national and regional levels will be a key focus of our work moving forward – carried out in accordance with the four core principles described above. Interventions will include but not be limited to:

- Working with industrial partners to develop go-to-market strategies that are sustainable and lead to long-term impact for patients.
- Conducting Phase IIIb and Phase IV studies and in-country demonstration projects to assess acceptability, feasibility, and knowledge, attitudes, and practices on diseases and treatments.
- Supporting guideline and policy changes.
- Providing technical support to Ministries of Health on a range of implementation activities, including operational planning, training and mentoring, tool-kit development, patient awareness, and data management.
- Developing investment cases and other health economic tools as an advocacy tool for unlocking long-term funding.
- Engaging public leaders and patient advocates to share lessons learned and improve access to treatment for neglected patients. Both in the design of its interventions and its advocacy, DNDi will work closely with patient networks and advocates and contribute to strengthening patient advocacy for access.

Priority 3: Improving market dynamics

Improving market dynamics refers to how we influence the practices of manufacturers, buyers, suppliers, governments, donors, healthcare providers, and consumers to improve how treatment is produced, procured, distributed, and delivered. DNDi is committed to playing a more central role in this area by helping to evaluate market shortcomings, coordinate global actors, and advocate for solutions to maximize value for money and health impact.

Because DNDi has limited buying power, we are restricted in what we can do to directly move or influence specific market levers (e.g. pricing) using traditional procurement and financing instruments. However, our convening role with industry and non-industry partners allows us to contribute.

DNDi will focus on strengthening market transparency by systematically collecting and compiling market intelligence at several points during product development and launch to promote transparency and improve the rigor of the decision-making process among partners. This will
include sharing timely and accurate market forecasts and evaluations of current and future market trends, including R&D cost and other pricing-related data.

DNDi will also **directly contribute to the knowledge base and formulation of global market-shaping efforts** by:

- **Identifying market barriers and solutions** to improve market dynamics and working with partners to deploy solutions.

- **Leveraging the reach and capacity of organizations** with relatively higher buying power to achieve market-shaping objectives.

- **Identifying further strategies to incentivize sustainable pricing and production**, which may entail blended finance with the support of national or regional finance institutions.

- **Supporting advocacy efforts** related to market-shaping.

### IV. Amendments and changes to the policy

DNDi retains the right to review, revise, and/or amend this policy or any of its terms at its discretion. When warranted, and in agreement with the chair of the Board, the Executive Director will recommend the review, revision, or amendment of this policy for further approval by the Executive Team.